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Section One
Our Biblical Priorities
“The biblical mandates that we will focus on to accomplish our Vision.”
1.

Bible – The Bible, not human wisdom, is the final authority for what we believe and how we
live. It is God’s Word to us, sufficient to equip us for every good work. (2 Timithy 3:15,16;
Hebrews 4:12)

2.

Worship – The essence of worship is the celebration of God as supremely valued and worthy.
We are to worship Him in every aspect of life. (Psalm 96; Romans 12:1)

3.

Prayer – Prayer is simply communicating with God. We believe it is the means for an intimate
relationship with the Lord and the primary weapon in which to release the power of God in our
lives and in this world. (Ephesians 6:18; Colossians 4:2)

4.

Discipleship (Spirit-led life) – The process of becoming a mature, Spirit-led follower of Jesus
in every area of life. (Ephesians 5:18; Galatians 5; 3:3)

5.

Fellowship – Living out our Christian lives in close community with other believers is essential
for our spiritual health and growth. (Acts 2:42-47)

6.

Evangelism (local and global) – Taking the Gospel of Christ “across the street and around the
world!” (Matthew 28:19,20)

7.

Ministry – Every member a minister. Every believer has been called by God to serve and be
used by Him in this world. (Ephesians 4:11-16)

8.

Stewardship – Everything we possess belongs to God. Life is a trust. Therefore, we are
under loving obligation to invest our God-given time, talents and treasures for the
advancement of His Kingdom. (Matthews 25:14-30; 2 Corinthians 9:6-8)
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Section Two
Our Core Values
“Convictions that God has given to us that makeRiver Valley unique.”
1.

Christ Focused/Word Centered – We desire to be a church where everything we are and
do centers on the person of Jesus (Romans 11:36) and His Word (2 Timothy 3:15,16).

2.

Grace Oriented – Living under God’s unconditional and inexhaustible love, acceptance and
forgiveness and extending that same grace to others. Jesus came for the sick and needy,
therefore we will minister to those needing healing and recovery, bringing people to a Christcentered wholeness. (Titus 2:11-14; Colossians 3:12-14)

3.

Faith in God – Nothing is impossible with God (Luke 1:37). We believe God wants to build
His church and use us in a significant way in this world. Not because of who we are, but
because of who God is and how desperately people need Him. (Ephesians 3:20; Matthew
16:18; Matthew 9:29)

4.

Vision and Mission Oriented – we believe in accomplishing our God-given vision and
mission over the maintenance and survival of an institution.

5.

Church of Home Groups – authentic communities of faith where people deeply love Jesus
and one another. As the church grows larger, we must grow smaller with Home Groups.

6.

Unity – Unity in essentials, freedom in non-essentials (agree to disagree).

7.

Message vs. Methods – the Message (God’s teaching in the Bible) must never change, but
Methods (church strategies, programs, structures, and styles) must change when appropriate,
in light of our changing world, in order to most effectively reach people. The church should be
culturally relevant (informal atmosphere, contemporary music, application oriented, etc.)
while remaining Biblically pure. (1 Corinthians 9:19-23; John 17)

8.

Target Groups Ministry – because the opportunities for ministry are so broad, we choose to
emphasize ministry to target groups - for example: youth, children, singles, young families,
senior adults, people in recovery, etc. (1 Corinthians 9:19-23)

9.

Church of the Valley – we play an important role in the overall “church” of Grants Pass and
the surrounding areas. We are lovingly united with other Christ-centered churches in our valley
in a fellowship known as “Church of the Valley.” (Ephesians 1:1; Romans 1:7)

10.

Excellence – doing things with excellence honors God and inspires people. (Colossians 3:23)

11.

Church Leadership – Christ is the Head of the Church. He gives authority to Elders/Pastors
as a team to lead and shepherd His church. The Lead Pastor is a “leader among equals.”
Elders/Pastors need to provide ongoing communication to the Body as well as soliciting input
from the Body on a regular basis. (1 Peter 5:1-4)

12.

Meeting Needs – By discovering and meeting perceived needs, we earn the opportunity to
meet people at their point of real need, Jesus Christ. (Matthew 9:35-38)
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13.

Family – The Bible puts a high value on the family as one of the primary “God-ordained”
institutions in society. We are committed to cultivating and supporting families in their quest of
becoming more like Christ. (Ephesians 5:21– 6:4)

14.

The Big Picture – We emphasize that God is most concerned about three things…the What,
Why, How of the Christian life. These have been called “God’s Trifocals.”
a.

Love – this is “What” we are supposed to do. Jesus said that love is the greatest
commandment, and that by loving God and others, we fulfill all the commands of the
Bible. (Matthew 22:37-40; Romans 13:8-10)

b.

Glorify God – this is “Why” we are to love – so that in all things God will look good and
be more clearly revealed in our lives. We love so that we keep the spotlight on Jesus.
(1 Corinthians 10:31; 1 Peter 4:11)

c.

In the Power of the Spirit – this is “How” we glorify God in our love. There is only one
way to do this – only through depending on the power and control of the Holy Spirit in our
lives. (John 15:5; Galatians 2:20; 3:3; 5:16; Romans 8:1-18)
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Section Three
The Procedure for Elder Selection
1. Identification
a. Anyone in the church family may, after prayerful consideration of the scriptural qualifications,
recommend one of the men of the church to the Eldership for consideration as an Elder. Each
person so presented is given serious consideration by the existing Elders.
b. Once a man is under consideration and is scripturally qualified, they spend some time in
contact with him in order to determine God's will in this matter. (1 Timothy 3:1; 1 Peter 5:2).
c. Following the identification of a potential Elder, the Elders take reasonable time to get to know
the candidate. This time provides for:
I. Prayer and fasting for God's will in the matter (Acts14:23).
II. A period to familiarize the man with the functions of an elder.
III. A sufficient opportunity for the existing leaders to develop their relationship with the
person and to evaluate his spiritual depth and character as one who might share in the
ministry of equipping the saints (1 Timothy 5:22).
d. Any areas of life in which the man is found lacking are discussed lovingly, candidly and
confidentially within the Eldership. The candidate's continuation in the process of becoming an
Elder is determined by the circumstances of any deficiency that arises.
2. Period of Consideration
a. Once agreed that the man appears to desire the office under the Lord's direction, the Elders
notify the congregation of the candidate under consideration.
b. The church family is encouraged to pray for the man and his family. During this period the
Elders challenge the body to affirm the man or to bring to them any report which may affect his
qualification for the office of Elder.
c. Any objections concerning the candidate which might surface during this process are worked
through in a constructive manner with the man involved so that any deficiencies or
misunderstandings may be addressed and corrected.
d. Any areas of life in which the man is found lacking results in an invitation for a discipling
relationship between a member of the Elders and the candidate. In this way deficiencies are
dealt with directly and the candidate may be considered for the eldership at a future time.
3. Presentation to Church
When the Elders are assured of God's direction, and that any former objections have been dealt
with properly, the new Elder is publicly affirmed by the Elders in the presence of the congregation.
He is given opportunity to share with the church family his heart and sense of the Spirit's leading
for him to assume the office of Elder.
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Section Four
The Biblical Way to Deal with Conflict and
Disagreement with Church Leaders
1.

In any church, it is not uncommon to have a thousand different opinions on a certain issue.
So, when church leaders seek God’s heart for the direction of the church and make difficult
decisions, there are a few different responses that church members can have.
a.

Response #1 – “I like the decision and I accept and trust that God is working through
the leadership.”
This, of course, is the easiest position to be in because you believe God is working
through the leaders and you actually like the decision.

b.

Response #2 – “I do not like the decision, but I accept and trust that God is working
through the leadership.”
This is not an easy position to be in because, even though you believe that God is
working through the leaders, it may not be the decision you would have made if you
were in charge. A great attitude is to be able to say, “Well, I’m not doing back- flips over
this decision or change, but I believe that God has spoken to our leaders and they are
accountable before Him for their leadership. So I will support them and get on board.”
If you continue to struggle with the decision or direction then the next step is to say, “I’m
going to give the leaders the benefit of the doubt and spend a lot of time in prayer over
this.”
After prayer, God may lead you to talk to the leaders in love (one-on-one in humility).
When you talk with them, honestly listen to them. Do not go with the goal of changing
the leadership, go with the goal of trying to understand and be understood. Many times
people define “listening” as, “They did what I wanted them to do.” Because it is biblical,
these mature “one-on-one” conversations, with the right attitude, can be very valuable.
Often, these meetings are very helpful for leaders, even though the participants may
agree to disagree on some issues. Humble and godly leaders know that God will speak
through many different people to help shape and sharpen the direction of the church.
Another thought on this: please use the Welcome Card in the Worship celebration
Services with sensitivity – and not as a complaint card.
A good rule in communication is to compliment in writing and share constructive
criticism face to face (of course, compliments face to face are great, too). If you have
concerns, spend some time praying about your concern and then make an appointment
to talk to the appropriate person about the issue.
If, after this “one-on-one” meeting, you are still not at peace, pray some more and then
talk once more with the appropriate church leaders. Take another person with you, if
necessary. After this conversation, hopefully your prayer will be similar to the following:
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“Father, I’ve shared my heart and, after hearing their explanations, I don’t agree. But I
trust that You are working through them. So I will support them, remembering that it’s
the leaders, not me, who are ultimately accountable before You for the leadership of this
church.”
c.

Response #3 – “I do not like the decision, I am not happy with what is happening and I
do not believe that God is working through the leadership.”
This is obviously the most difficult situation to be in. If a person finds himself in this
situation, it is critical that he talks to the appropriate leader. After talking to the leader(s)
about the issue (using the same approach and advice given in #2 above), you may still
believe that they are not making the right decision and you may find that you are not
able to support their leadership. What do you do then?
It is difficult to be in this position because it is critical for a church to be unified. Now of
course unity is not uniformity! Even though we have many differences, we need to be
working, going in the same direction, and accomplishing the vision together. If a church
member is not in agreement with leadership, then we can guarantee this - God wants
you to take the necessary steps to be supportive or find a church fellowship where you
can be productive and agree with the vision.

2.

Please don’t misunderstand us on this issue. We don’t want anyone to leave River Valley.
However, it is better to leave a church than be upset, unproductive and sowing discord. An
important caution: if you leave one church unhappy and go to another, make sure you have
honestly dealt with your own issues and attitude. Otherwise, your unresolved problem will
continue to hurt you, the people around you and potentially bring division to your new church.

3.

What is never appropriate (or “How to kill a church”):
a.
Murmuring, grumbling, and complaining to others. This becomes divisive, can spread
untrue rumors and can poison others. (Remember what is appropriate: talking to God
and talking to the appropriate person or persons in love.)
b.
Anger, accusations, mean-spirited conversations.
c.
Withholding giving in your church home because you don’t agree with something.
Using this rationale, we all could withhold our giving because none of us agree with
everything in the church all the time. We should give to the Lord. Church leaders are
responsible before God for the stewardship and responsible use of God’s money.

4.

The above attitudes and behaviors are deadly to a church. They say to the community that we
have nothing to offer them. We must guard against any and all disunity in our church family.

5.

The following scriptures reflect God’s heart on this issue:

Hebrews 13:17 - Obey your leaders and submit to their authority. They keep watch over you as men
who must give an account. Obey them so that their work will be a joy, not a burden, for that
would be of no advantage to you.
1 Thessalonians 5:12-14 - Now we ask you, brothers, to respect those who work hard among you,
who are over you in the Lord and who admonish you. Hold them in the highest regard in love
because of their work. Live in peace with each other.
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Romans 16:17,18 - I urge you, brothers, to watch out for those who cause divisions and put obstacles
in your way that are contrary to the teaching you have learned. Keep away from them. For
such people are not serving our Lord Christ, but their own appetites. By smooth talk and
flattery they deceive the minds of naive people.
1 Corinthians 1:10 - I appeal to you, brothers, in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ, that all of you
agree with one another so that there may be no divisions among you and that you may be
perfectly united in mind and thought.
1 Corinthians 11:17,18 - In the following directives I have no praise for you, for your meetings do
more harm than good. In the first place, I hear that when you come together as a church, there
are divisions among you…
Galatians 5:19,20 - The acts of the sinful nature are obvious: sexual immorality, impurity,…hatred,
discord, jealousy, fits of rage, selfish ambition, dissensions, factions…
Titus 3:10 - Warn a divisive person once, and then warn him a second time. After that, have nothing
to do with him.
Ephesians 4:29-32 - Do not let any unwholesome talk come out of your mouths, but only what is
helpful for building others up according to their needs, that it may benefit those who listen.
And do not grieve the Holy Spirit of God, with whom you were sealed for the day of
redemption. Get rid of all bitterness, rage and anger, brawling and slander, along with every
form of malice. Be kind and compassionate to one another, forgiving each other, just as in
Christ God forgave you.
6.

This is God’s Word on this issue of how to respond to church direction and vision. Remember
that positive reaction and proper response to the vision is just as important as God giving that
vision to the leaders.
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Section Five
Financial Policy
1.

Purpose:
a.
To provide guidelines for the finance operations of this church.
b.
To help us achieve a clear sense of direction.
c.
To avoid making important decisions on an emotional or haphazard basis.
d.
To insure that each dollar is spent effectively as God would have it spent.
e.
To bring new Finance Ministry members up to date, allowing them to
quickly familiarize themselves with the issues to be faced in the general
direction of our policy.
f.
To maintain consistency as the ministry changes membership.
g.
To work in harmony with the church-wide leadership.
h.
The Finance Ministry is accountable to the Elder Board for the carrying out of finance
policies and programs.

2.

The Finance Ministry Team:
a.
Membership:
The Finance Ministry shall consist of the following members: Pastor of
Management, two Elders (appointed from within the Elder Board), Lead Pastor and/or
his designee, anyone selected by the Pastoral Staff and approved by the Elder Board.
b.
Flexibility, Interpretation, and Revision of Policy:
The Financial Ministry Members shall handle minor changes in the policy for purposes of
clarification, as well as making revisions of policy. This will require Elder Board approval.

3:

Responsibilities:
a.
Develop the Annual Budget:
I. Help all Ministries with the construction of their annual budgets by giving direction
where needed.
II. Approve the Church Budget and present it to the Elder Board for their approval.
b.
To be responsible for the control and implementation of the Church Budget as approved
by the Church Body.
c.
Maintain and update this financial policy.

4.

Other Responsibilities:
a.
Keep the membership of our Church informed of our financial condition.
b.
Administer and promote any special Stewardship Campaigns.
c.
See that the Church is adequately protected with insurance.
d.
Insure and maintain, above reproach, safeguards in the handling of church money.

5.

Designated Funds:
If River Valley Community Church receives a contribution designated for a purpose that has
not been established by the Elder Board, one of the following steps will be taken:
a.
The Elder Board will establish a fund for the designated purpose;
b.
Request that the designation be removed from the contribution or changed to another
established fund;
c.
Return the contribution to the donor.
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Section Six
Amendments to the Policy Manual
1.

Amendments to the RVCC Policy Manual can be made by a two-thirds majority vote of the
Elder Board. Any substantive amendments to the RVCC Policy Manual will be noted in the
Annual Vision Celebration and will be available in the church office.
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Section Seven
Annual Meetings
1.

The Annual Vision Celebration, held the last Sunday in April, is our annual business meeting.
This date can be changed, by a recommendation of the Board of Elders, to accommodate (and
avoid conflicts with) other events taking place in the church.

2.

If the date of the Annual Vision Celebration is changed, this would also change the opportunity
for the congregation to vote on the annual budget. The elders may decide, at their option, to do
one of the following:

3.

a.

Have a “Special Meeting” solely for the purpose of having a vote to approve the annual
budget.

b.

If the “Annual Vision Celebration” is held earlier than the last Sunday in April, the annual
budget may be presented and approved, but not formally put into force until the
expiration of the current budget at the end of the church’s fiscal year.

c.

If the “Annual Vision Celebration” is held later than the last Sunday in April, the annual
budget may be presented and approved at that time. The church would conduct its
business on the basis of a “continuation” of the present budget until such time as the
new budget has been approved by a vote of the members. The newly approved budget
would then be in force until the end of that fiscal year.

If the newly proposed budget is not approved by the members during the Annual Vision
Celebration (or a “Special Meeting”), the church would continue to conduct its business on the
basis of a “continuation” of the present budget until such time as a newly proposed budget is
approved by the congregation. That newly approved budget would then be in force until the
end of the church’s fiscal year.
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Section Eight
Women in Ministry at RVCC
1.

We believe a woman can facilitate or administrate a ministry that consists of men while under
the spiritual authority/covering of a Pastor/Elder. But she should not be in a position of
ongoing/primary Bible teacher, or ongoing/primary Shepherd and Discipler of men.

2.

In 1 Timothy 2:11,12, Paul says that he doesn’t permit “a woman to teach or have authority
over a man.” We take this to apply to an ongoing Position of spiritual authority and Biblical
teaching over men.

3.

We believe that there may be times when a woman can teach men in a short term elective
class setting while under the spiritual authority/covering of a Pastor/Elder. We also believe that
there are times when a woman may assist a man in teaching in a mixed setting, as long as she
falls under his spiritual covering and is not the ongoing and primary teacher/shepherd of the
class/group.
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Section Nine
Policy For Insuring “Non Owned” Vehicles
1.

We at River Valley Community Church want to thank you for partnering with us in ministry
by making your Vehicle available for ministry activities. We appreciate your commitment
and sacrifice.

2.

In the unlikely event that your Vehicle is involved in an accident or is in some way
damaged, we want you to know what you can expect from River Valley Community Church
(henceforth referred to as “the church”).

3.

This policy applies only to vehicles loaned to the church for church and/or church ministry
related uses. It does not apply to vehicles loaned by one church member to another church
member or to a church staff member for non-church related business or personal use.

4.

Vehicle Liability: This important coverage applies to covered claims of bodily injury or
property damage arising out of the use of a non-owned vehicle (i.e. a vehicle not owned by
the church) when used by an authorized operator. This coverage applies after (is excess
to) any other vehicle liability insurance that covers the driver and/or vehicle owner. It is
important that you understand that when you loan your vehicle to the church, you are
loaning your insurance as well. The Church’s liability insurance coverage is only secondary
to your own auto liability insurance.

5.

Deductible reimbursement: Our insurance company will reimburse you, the owner of the
vehicle, for the deductible portion of your loss, (up to a maximum of$1,000) for a loss
incurred while loaning your vehicle. Please note that if you have no physical damage
protection on this vehicle no reimbursement will occur. If your coverage is otherwise
insufficient to cover a partial or total loss, the church’s only obligation will be the deductible
portion.

6.

Coverage for liability or deductible reimbursement does not apply to vehicles operated
outside the United States.

7.

When you loan your vehicle to River Valley Community Church, some aspects of your
personal auto insurance coverage do not change. For example:
a. You will be fully liable for damage caused by the operation of your vehicle by others.
b. Most Policies cover you, your family and anyone you loan your vehicle to. It is very
important that you contact your insurance company to be sure your policy will respond
if you loan out your vehicle.
c. If damage is done to your vehicle it is your responsibility to turn a claim into your
insurance company.
d. When you loan your vehicle, you lose all supervisory control over who may drive the
vehicle and how they operate and care for it.
e. The church assumes no liability or responsibility for wear and tear, damage resulting
from an uninsured incident or accident, or for any other expenses resulting from either
normal or careless use of your vehicle.
If your vehicle is involved in an insurable accident you should:

8.
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a.
b.
c.

Make sure that appropriate medical and law enforcement agencies are promptly
notified, as required by local laws.
Notify your own insurance company.
Notify the church office or the church’s “Minister of Finance” who will provide you with
the appropriate forms to make claims pertaining to losses outlined in paragraphs “4”
and “5”, above.

9.

We truly appreciate your heart. Without your generosity, programs at River Valley would
suffer. We also know that you are taking on some additional Liability by your generosity
and feel that you should be aware of the facts.

10.

As a protection to you and to the church, you will need to present a copy of your auto
insurance policy, or an insurance card which states the limits of your coverage. This will
enable the church to ensure that your coverage is adequate and sufficient.

11.

The church will maintain a signed copy of this policy statement for each person who makes
a vehicle available for church use. By signing this document you are formally agreeing that
you have read and understood this policy and that you will abide by the terms as set forth
here.

Signature of Vehicle Owner

Date Signed

Printed Name

Address

Vehicle Description (Make, Model, Color)

Insurance Company & Policy Number
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Section Ten
Policy Regarding Confidentiality & Unity in Matters of
Church Business and Actions of the Board of Elders
1.

There is a natural tension that arises between the desires of the Board of Elders to
communicate in a loving and forthright manner with the members of the River Valley
Community Church Congregation and the need for discretion, circumspection and
confidentiality when dealing with sensitive matters.

2.

All of us have seen instances where loose, coarse, inappropriate, ill-tempered or ill-timed
speech has caused hurt feelings, miscommunication, controversy and other damage that is
long lasting and difficult to repair. Similar problems can arise from a perception of “secrecy”
or poor communication. Just as with other aspects of our efforts as the shepherding leaders
of this church, we will probably never communicate with biblical perfection, but must yet
strive to attain this for the good of the body and the Kingdom.

3.

The nature of our “business” as a Board of Elders will necessitate dealing with issues of
great sensitivity, some issues will be controversial in nature and many issues and decisions
will result in sweeping changes in the nature and direction of this Church. We as a group of
elders and pastors may (and should) look critically at all sides of a complex issue,
discussing amongst ourselves the proper, best and most scriptural course of action. There
will probably be times when a unanimous accord will be impossible to achieve. There will
be times when emotions run high and positions become polarized within the confines of our
meeting room. As leaders, however, we continue to have a biblical obligation to God and to
our members to present a leadership model that exemplifies the highest standards of unity,
harmony and cooperation.

4.

Below are some general suggestions and guidelines to the elders concerning
communication:
a. Is there a “Need to Know”? Our public communications should be limited to what will
promote edification and unity of the body. We should enthusiastically report on things
that will promote celebration, praise, unity and encouragement of our members. If a
subject is likely to produce hurt, discouragement or division of the members it should
only be discussed after prayerful consideration and the counsel of the elders.
b. Is there a specific reason for circumspection? Some of our dealings may be specifically
excluded from public discussion. A business transaction or legal proceeding may be
protected from public proclamation by logical or legal requirements. Would discussion of
a specific topic potentially compromise a transaction or prejudice a legal proceeding?
c. Is there an issue of sensitivity? Does a topic of discussion contain information that might
injure the feelings or reputation of another person, organization or business? As author
Rick Warren suggests in the rules for “Gossip”. - Is the other person: 1.) A part of the
problem; 2.) A part of the solution; or 3.) A source of wise and circumspect counsel? If
not, the “discussion” is probably gossip and should be avoided.
d. Are we acting in a wise, fitting and restrained manner by discussing an issue? There will
be many opportunities to be drawn into a discussion that can end up being hurtful or
damaging to our church and the Kingdom. Make deliberate efforts to steer public
discussions in directions that promote unity, edification and celebration.
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5.

Designate “communicators” to announce important topics and keep our members updated.
We provide regular communication to the congregation on important and interesting topics.
Make sure that there is general agreement amongst the board about releasing information
before broaching a sensitive subject with another person or group.

6.

Show appropriate leadership and sensitivity when sharing Board of Elder business
(including the “Care & Comment” printouts) with your spouse. Is he or she an encouraged
and encouraging co-partner in sharing this part of your ministry as an elder and leader, or is
he or she being discouraged and overwhelmed by hearing and reading about things that
may be difficult or sensitive? Is he or she able to share your commitment to a God-honoring
level of confidentiality and sensitivity?

7.

An Elder may find himself in disagreement with a decision that the Elders, after prayer and
thorough discussion, have reached. In this event, he should be careful in discussions with
others in the church or the community in order to positively represent the decision of the
Board of Elders. Our belief is that God works through the corporate decisions that we have
prayerfully and collectively reached. If an Elder disagrees with a decision of the Board of
Elders and he feels that he cannot, in good conscience, support it, and also feels that the
matter is so crucial to the life of the church that he can’t positively represent the decision,
he should resign from the Elder Board in order to preserve harmony and unity in the body.
If he is unwilling to resign, and is causing division in the Body, the Elders should remove
him according to the process outlined in the constitution.

8.

Scripture provides some guidelines for our communication:
Proverbs 10:19, 20 - When words are many, sin is not absent, but he who holds his tongue is wise.
Proverbs 10: 32 – The lips of the righteous know what is fitting.
Proverbs 13: 3 – He who guards his lips guards his life, but he who speaks rashly will come to ruin.
Proverbs 16: 21 – The wise in heart are called discerning, and pleasant words promote instruction.
Proverbs 17:27 – A man of knowledge uses words with restraint, and a man of understanding is
even tempered.

9.

There are legal ramifications concerning a failure to observe proper levels of confidentiality.
Claims of liability may arise due to emotional distress, invasion of privacy, breach of
fiduciary duty and defamation in the event that the Board of Elders fails to protect the
confidentiality of sensitive subjects. In order to protect River Valley Community Church, the
collective Board of Elders and each individual elder, the following policy concerning
confidentiality is to be observed.
a.

Each serving elder and each regular attender of the meetings of the
Board of Elders shall annually sign a “Covenant of Confidentiality”
which shall be kept on file by the Director of Administration.

b.

Any new or “mid-year” additions to the Board of Elders or other regular
attendees of the meetings of the Board of Elders will also be asked to
sign a “Covenant of Confidentiality”.

c.

Any elder or regular attender who refuses to sign this “Covenant of
Confidentiality” would be asked to leave the room during any time
when a matter of a “Confidential Nature”, as agreed upon by a vote of
the Board of Elders, is being discussed.
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10.

In addition to the Board of Elders, others at RVCC need to show a high level of
circumspection and confidentiality due to the nature of ministries that they may be involved
in. Confidentiality is critical among staff and volunteers serving on various “Standing
Ministry Teams”, as outlined in the RVCC Constitution Article VII (B), including but not
limited to: the “Money Counting Team”, counseling ministries and the Benevolence Team.
Each person so serving will also be directed to sign the “Covenant of Confidentiality” as a
reminder of the sensitive nature of each of these ministries.

11.

The “Covenant of Confidentiality” is shown on the following page.
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River Valley Community Church
Covenant of Confidentiality

1.

I recognize that the River Valley Community Church Board of Elders may, from time to
time, discuss matters or review documents that are of a confidential and sensitive nature.

2.

In the case of volunteer or paid members of various RVCC “Standing Ministry Teams”, as
outlined in the RVCC Constitution Article VII(B.) (Such as, but not limited to: the “Money
Counting Team”, Counseling Ministries, or the Benevolence Team): I recognize that, while
serving with such a Standing Ministry Team, I may become privy to information of a
confidential and sensitive nature.

3.

I further acknowledge that the inappropriate disclosure of this confidential information may
be damaging in a number of ways. It may cause personal emotional distress, may cause
collective damage to our church body and may also make River Valley Community Church
vulnerable to embarrassment, financial loss and legal liability.

4.

I pledge that whenever a matter before the Board of Elders is explicitly identified as being
of a confidential nature I will keep it in the strictest confidence, not disclosing this
information to anyone unless directed to do so specifically by the Chairman of the Board of
Elders.

5.

In the case of members of “Standing Ministry Teams”: I pledge that I will use matters of a
confidential nature (as outlined in the policy governing my specific ministry) in the strictest
confidence, unless otherwise specifically directed by the RVCC Staff Member having
oversight of that ministry, or the RVCC Board of Elders.

Printed Name

Signature
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Section Eleven
The Gifts of the Holy Spirit
This document represents the beliefs of the majority of the church leadership and how we work these
issues out practically in our church. However, we do not believe that this subject constitutes a
salvation issue.
- You can believe that some of the gifts are for today and be wrong and still be Christian.
- You can believe all of the gifts are for today and be wrong and still be Christian.
- You can believe none of the gifts are for today and be wrong and still be Christian.
Because of these differences among Christians, there are those in leadership and attendance at
River Valley that interpret these scriptural issues differently. There are other valid interpretations of
the scriptures and we encourage you to study the scriptures and decide for yourself.
1.

Christians receive the Holy Spirit at Salvation when the Holy Spirit baptizes the new
believer into the Body of Christ. (1 Cor. 12:13; Gal. 3:27)

2.

All Christians are commanded to be filled with the Holy Spirit (Eph. 5:18). The verb tense
means “to be being kept continuously and repeatedly filled” with the Spirit on a moment by
moment, day by day basis. So there are many fillings of the Holy Spirit. We are filled with the
Spirit as we confess sin, abide in Christ and His Word, surrender to the Spirit, depend on the
Spirit’s power, and ask to be filled. Christians should pray for and seek a deeper and more
complete fullness of the Spirit in their lives (Eph. 3:16-19).

3.

God is sovereign and chooses to mature His children in different ways.
Many Christians describe an unforgettable experience with God where they had a life changing
encounter of His presence and received a special touch from Him resulting in a giant spiritual
leap forward. However, there are many very godly and Spirit-filled Christians who have not
experienced such a dramatic encounter.

4.

The Holy Spirit gives spiritual gifts to the Church:
► The gifts and manifestations listed in the New Testament include administration,
apostleship, discernment, encouragement, evangelism, faith, giving, healing, service,
hospitality, interpretation of tongues, knowledge, leadership, mercy, miracles, prophecy,
shepherding, teaching, tongues, and wisdom. 1Co 12; Ro 12:4-8; Eph 4:11-16
► As determined by the Holy Spirit, each believer receives spiritual gifts to be used for the
building up of the Church. 1Co 12:7; 1 Pet. 4:10; Rom. 12:6
► Scripture does not designate any one particular gift as the gift that every believer should
have or seek to have. Gifts vary from believer to believer. Ro 12:6; 1Co 12:7-11; 28-31;
14:23; Eph 4:11
► Any spiritual gift must be exercised in an orderly fashion led by the Holy Spirit, subject to
the guidelines of Scripture, and under the authority of church leadership. 1Co 14:13,28,
39,40

5.

The Apostolic era during the 1st century was a unique time necessary for the beginning and
early growth of the church. The Apostles (Jesus’ 12 Disciples plus Paul, Barnabas and James,
and possibly others) seemed to have a super empowering from the Lord necessary to birth
and oversee the early stages of the church. But we do believe that apostolic giftings (ie.
church planting, missionary, one who is sent out, etc.) are still in existence and are very
necessary for today.
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6.

Certain kinds of gifts sometimes referred to as “sign gifts” (such as tongues, healing, miracles)
are specifically mentioned in Scripture as those which are likely to be abused and/or
counterfeited, we are commanded to take great care and be controlled by the Holy Spirit in
exercising them. Ac 14:3; 1Co 14:22,23: 2Co 12:12; 2Th 2:9

7.

All the spiritual gifts and manifestations are available today to whomever the Spirit wills and
whenever He wills it. 1 Cor. 12:11

8.

Signs and wonders are still manifested today to accompany the message of the Gospel to our
world. (1 Cor. 2:4; 1 Thess. 1:5; Acts 4:29,30) The Gospel alone is enough to save (Rom.
1:16). God in the past (and present) has used miracles and powerful signs to go along with
the spoken message (just as God uses the good works of a Christian to go along with the
message He speaks to lead someone to Jesus). The apostles, with their tremendous spiritual
gifting and ministering to a world that was filled with eyewitnesses of the resurrected Christ,
were greatly assisted with the help of signs and wonders. Around the world today, God is
using signs and wonders to advance His kingdom.

9.

As with all the spiritual gifts, the gift of tongues has not been given to every Christian – only to
whom the Spirit wills. No Christian should be “forced” or “trained” to speak in tongues. Nor
should anyone teach that speaking in tongues makes a person “more spiritual.” (1 Cor.
12:29,30)

10.

A good definition of tongues is The God-given ability to pray or speak in a language you have
never learned and don’t understand. There are three different examples of Tongues taught in
the New Testament.
a.

Acts 2: Tongues are proclaiming the message in a known language unknown to the
speaker. The crowd from many nations and languages each heard the message of God in
their own language.

b.

1 Cor. 14: A tongue that serves as a private devotional prayer language. Tongues
practiced in 1 Cor. 14 served a different purpose than at Pentecost (Acts 2). In 1 Cor. 14,
Paul contrasts public tongues speaking with another kind of tongues speaking that he
practiced outside the church setting (1 Cor. 14:18,19). It seems that the best explanation
for this type of tongues is a private prayer language. Paul describes this type of praying
as “speaking to God” (1 Cor. 14:2) and says that a person who speaks in a tongue
“edifies himself” (1 Cor. 14:4) and speaks to himself and God – v.28. A number of Bible
commentators understand the passage this way.

D.A. Carson comments: “There is no stronger defense of the private use of tongues, and
attempts to avoid the conclusion turn out on inspection to be remarkably flimsy. If Paul speaks
in tongues more than all the Corinthians, yet in the church prefers to speak in five intelligible
words rather than ten thousand words in a tongue…then where does he speak them?…the
only possible conclusion is that Paul exercised his remarkable tongues gift in private.”(Showing
the Spirit p. 105)
c.

1 Cor. 14: A public message in tongues that is followed by an interpretation. This serves
to edify other believers. Paul says that two, or at the most three, should speak, one at a
time, and someone must interpret. If there is no interpreter, the speaker should keep
quiet in the meeting and speak to himself and God. (1 Cor. 14:27,28)
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11.

Paul is not condemning tongues in 1 Cor. 14, but teaching us how to use the gift in a
responsible and loving way. We are not to forbid people to speak in tongues provided these
guidelines are followed. (1 Cor 14:16-19, 27,28)

12.

Tongues is de-emphasized in 1 Cor. 14 and is described as a lesser gift. (1 Cor. 14:5)

13.

River Valley draws many people from conservative evangelical church backgrounds, some
from mainline churches, some from charismatic churches, some who have not been to church
in many years and some who have never been to church. We want our weekend Worship
Celebration services to be a safe place where they can be led “beyond religion into relationship
with Jesus.” We have concluded that allowing tongues in the Celebration services might, in
many cases, be unloving and insensitive toward our guests. We ask those who have this gift to
limit their liberty to use this it in the Celebration services. Our goal in this is love and protecting
the flock. Some may say that we are quenching the Spirit by limiting this gift, but the fact is we
ask a lot of people to limit their use of gifts during the Celebration services – we ask many
encouragers not to encourage, many administrators not to administrate and many teachers not
to teach during the worship celebration service. Since tongues is such a controversial gift
among Christians, great care and sensitivity should also be taken in all the smaller groups
(Home Groups, Ministry Teams, etc.) at River Valley so that tongues never becomes the
emphasis, but that everything is done in a fitting, orderly and edifying way. (1 Cor. 14)

14.

Prophecy is more important than tongues to build up the church (1 Cor. 14)

15.

Prophecy is speaking words of strengthening, encouragement, and comfort (1 Cor. 14:3) to
another person. This can be a “word” to someone right out of the Bible or sharing something
with them that God has “spontaneously brought to mind.” All prophecy is to be consistent with
the clear teaching of the Bible and is to be tested by the other believers present (1 Cor. 14:29).
Many of these prophetic words are impressions or burdens from God that we share with others
to build them up. They may speak of the future, but don’t have to.

16.

A prophetic word that does not come straight from scripture is not equal to written scripture in
authority. This type of prophecy should never be prefaced with, “thus says the Lord.” This
implies that the speaker believes that he or she is speaking with inspired authority from God.
Prophetic words should always be delivered with humility, asking the person to take the
message to God in prayer to seek His leading in the matter.

17.

Jesus and the Apostles ministered with extraordinary power. While present-day believers may
not witness with that kind of power, they continue to witness. The same is true of miraculous
gifts. They may not be used with the power displayed by the apostles, but they still are used.

18.

The leadership of the church is committed to obeying the Word by praying for the healing of
individuals in the flock (James 5:14-16). Often God will use this prayer to bring healing to His
children. But God often says “no” when we ask Him to heal. This even happened to the
powerful apostles (2 Tim. 4:20; 1 Tim. 5:23; Gal. 4:13,14). Suffering is an inevitable part of life
on a fallen planet. Our world is described as “groaning” and in “bondage to decay” (Rom.
8:21,22). Jesus did not heal every ailing person He encountered and neither does He always
heal today through us. When it comes to prayer for healing, it is important to remember that
when God chooses not to heal physically, eventual death (physical), in reality, becomes the
ultimate healing for the believer.
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God is glorified when He heals. God is glorified when He allows us to suffer with hope
and dignity. God’s compassion extends to us when He lifts us out of our pain. God’s
compassion extends to us when He holds our hand and walks through our pain with us.
God bears witness to our hurting world with the conspicuous power of signs and
wonders. God bears witness to a hurting world with the quiet power of a holy life. God
draws us toward holiness both when He heals us and when He allows us to share the
fellowship of His sufferings. – (Banister, The Word and Power Church, p. 154)
19.

We realize that there have been serious abuses, extremes and sensationalism of the
miraculous sign gifts in many churches today. But this is no reason to throw them all out. The
work of God’s Spirit is always counterfeited by the enemy. The scriptural approach is to learn
to discern between true and false prophets. We know that there are many false teachers
today. Does that mean we should abandon the gift and practice of teaching because there is
the potential for abuse? Of course not. There is potential for abuse and extremism in all the
gifts today (giving, administration, leadership, teaching, exhortation, etc.), but we should never
abandon any of the gifts because of the fear of abuse.

ADDITIONAL:
1 Cor. 13:8 teaches that tongues will be stilled when “perfection” comes. This is one of the key
arguments given by some for the ending of tongues with the close of the canon of Scripture at
the end of the Apostolic age But many Bible interpreters have concluded that the “perfection”
refers to the second coming of Christ and not the close of the canon of Scripture. Verse 10
says that when this happens “we shall see face to face” and “shall know fully.” We believe that
these descriptions most likely portray the return of Jesus in which these things will happen –
since that is when we will experience the true “perfection”.
Recommended reading – The Word and Power Church by Doug Banister
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Section Twelve
Duties of an Elder – A short Guide
The following are a few suggestions and hints for Elders:
1.

Spiritual Life
a. In I Peter Chapter 5, Paul exhorts the elders to be “. . . examples to the flock.” We, as
elders and shepherds, need to continually hold each other on a short leash of
accountability, encouraging one another in our daily walks and helping one another to
deal with the temptations that are common to all of us.
b. For this reason, a portion of almost every meeting of the Board of Elders is devoted to
discipleship, study, encouragement and prayer.
c. Each elder should also have a daily time of personal prayer and study, making sure that
he is continually filled and empowered with the Holy Spirit, prepared to humbly lead by
example, through the grace of God.
d. The ten “Relational Discipleship” questions are a great place to go for a quick “reality
check” as you assess your ability to effectively lead and humbly work together as a
team in unity and loving submission to one another.

2.

Shepherding
a. As a River Valley Elder you are an “ambassador” of the church. Make every effort to be
outgoing, positive and encouraging while interacting with other members, attendees and
guests. Stay informed about events and activities in the church, try to be a resource of
good news and hope. Go out of your way to greet and welcome those you do not
recognize.
b. Be proactive in seeing and responding to needs in the body. Does someone look “lost”?
Does a member need a helping hand? Is there a hazard or obstacle that you can
remove or warn others about? Be on the lookout for opportunities to minister to the
flock.
c. Make yourself familiar with the RVCC Constitution and Policy Manual. Communicate in
ways that promote the harmony and unity of the church body. When in doubt, refer to
the policy manual section on “Confidentiality and Unity…”.

3.

Attendance
a. Attendance at the regularly scheduled meetings of the Board of Elders is important. Not
only are the Elders charged with the oversight and shepherding of the church body, but
they function legally as the corporate “Board of Directors” of the church’s legal entity. In
order to act on matters of policy or legal matters, a quorum of the Elders (2/3 or more)
must be in attendance. Come prepared at meetings – bring a notebook, bible, copies of
any unfinished business from prior meetings. Make every effort to complete assigned
reading or other assigned work.
b. Try to be an active part of the board. Divergent opinions and differing points of view are
an essential part of the board, as God may speak to different men in different ways.
c. If you have an agenda item that you want to bring before the board try to let the
chairman know about it before the meeting.
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d. If you are unable to attend a regularly scheduled meeting contact the chairman, vice
chairman or secretary. Let them know if you will be available for a “Phone Vote” if a
matter of urgency arises (and how you can be reached).
e. Make every effort to attend special meetings, retreats, “Church of the Valley” Elder
gatherings and other events that request the presence of the Elders.
4.

Other Duties
a. Starting Point – RVCC’s new member’s class needs Elders to hear testimonies at the
end of the program. This usually happens on about 6 Sunday afternoons per year.
Contact Sally Potter for a schedule and to see how many attendees are expected. This
is a great time to meet some of the folks who are new to our church.
b. If possible, make yourself available as a part of the “Prayer Team” that goes forward at
the end of each worship service.
c. From time to time, members will request the laying on of hands and prayer by the
Elders. If possible try to participate in these times when scheduled by the chairman.
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Section Thirteen
Policy Regarding Transportation and RVCC Owned Vehicles
1.

Purpose: It is our desire at River Valley Community Church to deal with transportation and
vehicles in a way that brings glory to God and provides for the safe and reliable carriage of
our most precious assets – people with whose care God has entrusted us. If any part of this
policy is unclear or leaves latitude, it is recommended that the driver, person in charge, or
ministry leader should always err on the side of the safety and convenience of passengers
being transported.

2.

Transportation Assets:
a. RVCC may, at various times, own a number of vehicles for the transportation of persons
and cargo. These may include passenger cars, light and medium trucks, passenger
vans and larger buses.
b. Each of these vehicles and the authorized operators (drivers) of them are covered by
the church’s insurance policy.

3.

Administration of Vehicles:
a. The Administration/Finance Team has overall supervision and control of all church
owned vehicles. They are responsible for their safe maintenance, repair, scheduling and
dispatching.
b. They may delegate a “DISPATCHER” to deal with the day-to-day administration of the
church vehicles. This person becomes the final authority for scheduling, maintenance
and routine issues regarding the vehicles.

4.

Duties of the Dispatcher:
a. The dispatcher maintains the schedule for the use of church owned vehicles.
Department heads and/or ministry leaders should coordinate with the dispatcher to
schedule the use of any of the church’s vehicles.
b. The dispatcher is responsible for making the vehicles available in a clean and safe
condition for scheduled and approved uses.
c. The dispatcher will inform heads and ministry leaders should maintenance and repair
issues or other events cause a conflict with previously agreed upon schedules.
d. The dispatcher holds the keys and “Trip Logs” for all vehicles. Keys and trip logs are
signed out with vehicles for scheduled trips and returned immediately to the dispatcher
upon completion of trips.
e. Under no circumstances will the dispatcher sign out a vehicle for use if he or she does
not feel that the vehicle is in a completely safe and satisfactory state of repair. The
dispatcher bears great responsibility in this area and no pressure or coercion should be
used to influence the dispatcher on this issue.
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5.

Maintenance of Vehicles:
a. The dispatcher will coordinate with service and repair agencies to schedule routine
vehicle maintenance as follows:
i. Each large passenger carrying vehicle (16 passengers or more) will receive three
“Quarterly” and one “Annual” inspection.
ii. Each passenger car, van and light/medium truck will receive an “Annual”
inspection.
iii. The items to be inspected will be agreed upon in advance by the church and the
servicing agency. At a minimum, all items on the ODOT “Pre Trip Inspection”
check list will be inspected and certified as safe and serviceable by the servicing
agency.
iv. The servicing agency will provide the dispatcher with a written report stating that
this has been completed, or noting any deficiencies that need to be corrected.
v. The dispatcher will keep a record of inspections and repairs performed on each
church owned vehicle.
vi. Items identified as needing maintenance, repair or replacement will be dealt with
on a basis to be determined by the dispatcher and the Administration/Finance
Team.

6.

Vehicle Users:
a. Any department head or ministry leader may schedule the use of a church owned
vehicle for appropriate ministry related business.
b. RVCC’s insurance regulations preclude the use of church owned vehicles for personal,
private or non-ministry related functions. These regulations also make RVCC unable to
lend, loan or lease these vehicles to other churches or organizations. These vehicles
must be used exclusively for RVCC related ministry functions, carrying only those
affiliated with this church.
c. Vehicles are dispatched on a “First Come First Served” basis.
d. Vehicle assets are limited, the dispatcher has many other duties, and some vehicles
require time for preparation before they can be safely signed out to a user. Giving the
dispatcher as much advance notice as possible is in the best interests of all concerned.
e. Under no circumstances may a vehicle be used without the express consent and
knowledge of the dispatcher. Positively only one set of keys, kept by the dispatcher, will
be available for each vehicle. Any deviation from this policy will be regarded as safety
infraction that potentially endangers passengers and puts the church at risk. It will be
dealt with severely. In the absence of the dispatcher, the Admin / Finance Team may
act in his behalf.
f. Each vehicle user (or the “driver” designated by that user) will be assigned a trip log for
that vehicle. It becomes the user’s responsibility to see that the trip log is completed and
returned to the dispatcher at the completion of the trip. If the schedules of the dispatcher
and user or driver do not coincide, the dispatcher may, at his convenience, leave the trip
log and keys to the vehicle in the staff mailbox of the user. At the completion of the trip,
the trip log and keys should be returned to the dispatcher, to his staff mailbox, or
returned through the mail drop slot in the church office front door.
g. Immediately after checking out a vehicle for use, the ministry leader (i.e. “user”) or driver
should inspect the vehicle for cleanliness, fuel state and damage not previously noted
on the trip log. Any discrepancies should be brought to the attention of the dispatcher
and noted on the trip log.
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7.

Charges for Vehicle Use:
a. The Administration/Finance Team will assign a charge for the use of each church
owned vehicle. This may be a charge per mile, a one-time use charge, or both. These
charges will be determined based on the cost of fuel, maintenance and projected
replacement. As costs change, the Administration/Finance Team may review and
modify these charges as appropriate.
b. These charges will be entered against the annual budget of the ministry using the
vehicle(s).
c. Any damage to the vehicle or any maintenance issues should be noted on the trip log
and brought to the attention of the dispatcher when the vehicle is returned.
d. Vehicle users are responsible for returning the vehicles fueled, clean and ready for the
next user. If vehicles are returned un-cleaned, un-fueled or with damage due to
negligence, the dispatcher may, at his option, either coordinate with the returning user
to correct these items, or contract for the fueling, cleaning and repair of the vehicle and
charge these actions against the user’s ministry budget. Examples of this are shown
below:
i. A user returns a vehicle with the interior and exterior in a dirty condition – the dispatcher hires
someone, on an hourly basis, to wash the vehicle and clean the interior. The cost of these
services is charged to the account of the ministry that returned the vehicle.

ii. A user returns the vehicle to an off-site parking area, but the vehicle has not been fueled and the
trip log has not been returned. The dispatcher hires someone to have the vehicle fueled, perform
a post-trip inspection and return the trip log to the dispatcher. The cost of these services is
charged to the account of the ministry that returned the vehicle.

iii. A user returns a vehicle that has been used on a short trip in good weather. The fuel tank still
registers “FULL” and the interior and exterior are clean. No action is required on the part of the
user once the dispatcher has acknowledged the satisfactory condition of the vehicle.

e. The dispatcher will refer issues regarding repeated failure to comply with this policy to
the Administration/Finance Team.
8.

Passengers:
a. Every effort will be made by church vehicle users to ensure that passengers are
transported in a safe and comfortable manner.
b. Passengers should obey all safety regulations and are to be subject to the instructions
of the vehicle driver while in the vehicle.
c. Passengers are permitted to consume food and beverages in a reasonable manner
while in church owned vehicles. Vehicle users and drivers are responsible to ensure
that food, beverages and passenger’s personal items are dealt with in a manner that
ensures the safety of the passengers and does not cause damage to the vehicle.
d. Because the church incurs significant liability from the carriage of passengers, only
persons affiliated with church / ministry events and specifically identified and authorized
by ministry leaders should be transported in church vehicles. “Hitch Hikers”, stray or
unauthorized passengers should not be permitted to ride in church vehicles.

9.

Drivers:
a. Drivers of church vehicles, particularly those transporting passengers, have a major
responsibility for the safety of the passengers and the safe and reasonable operation of
the vehicle. The driver of the vehicle becomes the “on scene” representative of River
Valley Community Church.
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b. No one may drive a church owned vehicle until he or she has been approved by the
church administration. This approval will consist of (at a minimum) the following items:
i. Copy of valid driver’s license (appropriate for class of vehicle driven) on file.
ii. Current bi-annual DOT Physical exam (where required) on file.
iii. Current annual drug/alcohol screening report on file.
iv. Current MVR driving report on file.
c. The following license classifications and endorsements are required:
i. For all automobiles, small trucks and vans weighing less than 26,001 pounds and
carrying no more than 15 passengers, a CLASS C license is required.
ii. For any vehicle capable of carrying 16 or more passengers, a PASSENGER
ENDORSEMENT is required.
iii. For any truck or bus weighing in excess of 26,000 pounds, a CLASS B license is
required, and for our large busses (or other vehicles with air brakes) the AIR
BRAKE RESTRICTION must be removed.
d. The dispatcher will maintain a list of all currently approved drivers and will not dispatch
a vehicle to anyone who is not on the current list.
e. Ministry leaders are responsible to provide appropriate and approved drivers for each
vehicle. Ministry leaders should coordinate with the dispatcher before hand to ensure
that their designated driver(s) are on the dispatcher’s list of approved drivers.
f. Drivers will be removed from the “Approved List” if the dispatcher’s records indicate that
their driver’s licenses, DOT physical exams or annual drug/alcohol screening tests have
expired. The dispatcher and the Administration/Finance Team will notify ministry leaders
and drivers at least one month in advance of these expiration dates. Ultimately it is the
responsibility of the ministry leaders to ensure that their own drivers have taken the
required steps to remain on the current list of approved drivers.
g. Drivers are responsible for accomplishing the “Daily Vehicle Inspection” (on the back of
the trip log) before each trip (or each day on a prolonged trip).
h. Drivers are to obey all laws and regulations pertaining to the use and operation of
vehicles. Depending on the class of vehicle and the length of the trip, this may include
the use of a DOT “Driver’s Log”, the rotation of multiple drivers, and/or scheduling of
rest periods in accordance with DOT regulations.
10.

When Problems Arise:
a. In the event of an accident, the primary concern of the driver is safety, particularly if
passengers are being carried.
i. Make every attempt to quickly ensure the condition and safety of passengers.
ii. If appropriate, either keep the passengers in the vehicle or remove them to a
safer location.
iii. Take immediate steps to deal with medical issues and/or get medical and
emergency aide.
iv. Take prompt action to see to the welfare of other vehicles involved in an
accident, notify appropriate authorities and exchange information with drivers of
other vehicles involved.
v. The driver and / or ministry leader should contact the church office who will notify
our insurance agent about the details of the accident as soon as possible.
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b. In the event of a breakdown or mechanical problem, the primary concern of the driver is
safety, particularly if passengers are being carried.
i. If the vehicle has broken down on the road, the driver should make sure that the
passengers are safe. Passengers should be quickly moved to a safer location if
appropriate.
ii. If the vehicle is a hazard to other traffic, appropriate markers should be put out
and every attempt should be made to warn others of the hazard.
iii. If the problem occurs close to the church during business hours, the church office
and/or dispatcher should be contacted to arrange for towing, repairs and
alternate transportation.
iv. If the problem occurs at a time or distance when the church office cannot provide
necessary assistance, it becomes the responsibility of the driver and/or ministry
leader to use his or her best judgment to arrange for appropriate roadside
assistance, towing, repair and alternate transportation. Contact the church office
at the earliest opportunity.
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Section Fourteen
Policy Regarding Licensing and Ordination of Ministers at RVCC
1.

Purpose: To establish a procedure for the licensing and/or ordination of ministers of the
gospel at River Valley Community Church.

2.

Licensing: A ministerial license is granted to recognize a person’s call to formal pastoral
ministry. Its aim is to allow him or her to perform the ecclesiastical duties and functions of our
church.
a.
A ministerial license may be granted to an employee or affiliate of River Valley
Community Church by a 2/3 majority vote of the Elder Board if the candidate meets
three of the four qualifications listed below as a part of his or her ongoing job
description:
i.
Must participate in the administration of ordinances;
ii.
Must participate in conducting services of worship;
iii.
Must have management responsibilities within our organization or parent
organization;
iv.
Must be considered to be a religious leader by our organization.
b. Additional factors that help qualify and support an employee or affiliate to be considered
for a ministerial licensing:
i.
Previously ordained, commissioned or licensed by another religious organization;
ii.
Formal or documented informal theological training;
iii.
Formal or documented previous experience in pastoral ministry.
c. A ministerial license should not be given primarily as a tool of tax avoidance. A person
should be evaluated to receive a ministerial license because his or her job description
reveals that it is appropriate for him or her to have such a license and because of the
candidate’s desire and intention to serve our church or affiliated ministry in a pastoral
capacity.

3.

Ordination: RVCC does not regularly practice the tradition of “ordination”. If an RVCC staff
pastor or another partnering church or ministry pastor desires ordination, that person will
contact the RVCC Lead Pastor who will then evaluate that pastor’s desire and upon affirmation
of such desire, will establish a procedure to fulfill the process of ordination for that individual.

4.

Revocation of License: Ministerial licenses granted by River Valley Community Church are
for an indefinite period and are not considered to “expire”. However, under certain
circumstances it may be desirable or necessary to revoke a previously granted ministerial
license.
a. Circumstances which can trigger a review and possible revocation of ministerial license
may include:
i.
The licensed minister refutes or disavows the stated “Core Beliefs” and / or
positions of River Valley Community Church (as stated in article III of the RVCC
Constitution).
ii.
The licensed minister exhibits conduct that initiates a disciplinary procedure by
the elders (as outlined article IV (C) of the RVCC Constitution).
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iii.

iv.

b.

The licensed minister commits a criminal or civil act that is contrary to the
teachings of the church or publicly acts in such as way as to discredit himself or
the church.
The licensed minister leaves the church, relinquishes his membership or
changes his involvement in such a way as to become no longer qualified as
described in section 2 (a.) above.

Steps in Revocation of License:
i.
The elders will determine that the ministerial license may be subject to revocation
due to any of the above named circumstances or other reasons that may arise.
ii.
The elders will discuss the issues and, possibly, recommend revocation of the
license.
iii.
If the elders deem it appropriate, they may ask the licensed minister to meet with
them and discuss the issue(s) and circumstances of the case in question.
iv.
Ultimately the elders may vote, and by a two thirds majority of those present,
deem the ministerial license to be revoked.
v.
Every effort will be made to contact the individual in question and report the
findings and disposition of the case.
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Section Fifteen
Policy Regarding Background Investigations
for Volunteers and Staff at RVCC
1.

Purpose: To establish a procedure for establishing the need for and accomplishing of
background investigations on staff and volunteers at the church.

2.

Background: It is our desire to do everything necessary to ensure that the children under our
care and protection are safe, and that the physical property of the church is secure. Pursuant
to this goal, it will be, at times, necessary to obtain background investigations on persons
working at River Valley Community Church, or at external functions sanctioned by the church.

3.

Implementation: The following persons will need to have a completed background
investigation performed by an agency determined by the Personnel Director or the RVCC
Admin/Finance Team. The report of this background investigation will need to be received by
the church, reviewed for satisfactory results and approved by the Personnel Director before the
person in question may actually begin to work / serve in the designated ministry activity.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Persons working in ministries involving youth/children under 18 years of age in RVCC
facilities.
Persons involved in handling church finances or sensitive financial information.
Persons in a supervisory capacity in activities involving youth/children under 18 years
of age in “off-site” activities (non-RVCC Settings).
Other persons (paid staff or volunteer), as determined on a case-by-case basis by the
Personnel Director or the RVCC Admin / Finance Team.

4. Result of Unsatisfactory Background Investigation: In the event that the report received for
a background investigation reveals criminal convictions or other potentially disqualifying events
in a person’s past, the Personnel Director, the RVCC Admin/Finance Team, the appropriate
ministry leader/department head and others will review the report and decide on how the
report would affect this individual’s ability to be involved in the specified work or service and
decide on an appropriate course of action.
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Section Sixteen
Policy Regarding Departmental Expenditure
of Funds and Authorization for Travel
1.

Purpose: In order to ensure compliance with state and federal regulations concerning travel
by staff members and unpaid directors, the following policy will be observed concerning
expenditure of funds and authorization for travel on River Valley Community Church (RVCC)
ministry related trips.

2.

Background: Because trips can be taken both for “business” related to the ministry of RVCC
and for pleasure, it is important that travel for ministry purposes be authorized by the
appropriate authority and well documented. A lack of clarity in this area can potentially
become a tax liability to the traveler (where the trip would be considered by the IRS to be a
taxable “benefit”, and reportable as income).

3.

Departmental Expenditure of Funds: RVCC recognizes our staff department heads, as part
of their job description, to be competent and authorized to expend funds within their respective
departments as they deem necessary and appropriate and within the constraints of the annual
fiscal budget. This endorsement includes the authority to approve travel for subordinates on
ministry related trips. Specific guidelines for ministry related travel and reimbursement can be
found in the RVCC Personnel Policy Handbook.

4.

Travel Authorization for Department Heads and Elders: In order to ensure compliance with
state and federal regulations, all “senior staff members” (department heads, lead pastor, etc.)
and elders who are planning ministry related travel which will be paid for by RVCC shall obtain
formal authorization from the Board of Elders for each trip. If the prospective traveler is an
elder, he should recuse himself from the vote of authorization for the proposed trip.

5.

Documentation: All prospective travelers should obtain a Travel Authorization form from the
finance director. This form will describe the scope of the proposed trip, the dates of proposed
travel, the names of all staff members and elders on the proposed trip and shall be signed by
the appropriate department head, or by the chairman of the Board of Elders, as appropriate.
At the completion of the trip the form will be returned to the finance director and retained in the
traveler’s personnel folder for a minimum of three years.
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Section Seventeen
Policy Regarding Food Service
1.

Purpose: From time to time, it will be desirable or necessary to provide some level of food
service at the church. This may be for the care and comfort of the members, for the
entertainment of guests and visitors, as part of an event for which food service is only a part, or
as a fund raising project in which the food becomes the (or one of the) sources of revenue.

2.

In all cases, it’s our desire at RVCC to do all things with excellence and in full obedience and
compliance with the laws and regulations of our federal, state, county and city governments.
(Romans 13:1-8)

3.

The Josephine County (Oregon) (JOCO) Health Department has rules and regulations that
govern the storage, preparation and serving of food at public events and public places. The
key word here is “PUBLIC”. If an event or reason for serving food and beverages at RVCC
will be a public event – i.e. one that is advertised, held outdoors or in a public place where
those other than the members and regular attendees of RVCC would be likely to partake, then
the JOCO health department regulations come into play.
a.

Examples:
i.
“Private” events – refreshments served at a “Sunday School class”, “Pot Luck
Supper” or for a meeting of members, held indoors. The general public is not
specifically invited. Food service regulations do not apply. (At RVCC, “Private”
events would include “Starting Point”, “Alpha”, ministry gatherings (i.e. a “Mission
Team” banquet), Staff Christmas Party or a wedding or funeral, if by invitation.)
ii.

4.

Where food will be prepared and served for “Public” events, the Josephine County Health
Department requires the following:
a.
“Temporary Restaurant License”: The temporary license may be applied for at the
JOCO Health Department located at 714 NW “A” St, Grants Pass (Phone: 541-474-5325),
and application must be made at least five (5) business days prior to the event.
b.

5.

“Public” events – events that are publicized, events that are held outdoors or
events such as a conference (where food is served and the conference is open
to the public). Food service regulations apply to these events. (At RVCC,
“Public” events would include Fall Family Festival, Adult Center Luncheon,
Service In The Park, a wedding or funeral, if open to public, and The BAC Room
Coffee Bar.)

At least one “Certified Food Handler” on duty per shift during the preparation and
serving of food. Adults may become “Certified Food Handlers” by taking and passing a
simple closed book test at the Josephine County Health Department.

The food service regulations concerning the storage, preparation and serving of food at public
events is in place to protect both the serving establishment (RVCC) and the attendees who
may consume this food. At RVCC, our policy is one of strict and total compliance with all laws
and regulations concerning food service. Laws are always inconvenient, but they are put in
place to protect all involved from many perils including (but not limited to) food poisoning,
accidental contamination and deliberate tampering, any of which could put our members
and guests in danger. In addition, liability and legal issues could divert attention from our
primary mission of reaching others with the good news of the Gospel of Jesus Christ.
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6.

7.

8.

Food Service rules and regulations can be found in the following publications, all of which are
available at the Josephine County Health Department:
a.

“Food Safety at Temporary Events”

b.

“Temporary Restaurants – Focus on Food Safety”

c.

“Food Safety – Your Self-Training Manual”

Exempt Foods: Some foods are considered to be exempt from these licensing regulations
because of their inherently safe and non-hazardous nature. They include–
a.

Cookies, non-potentially hazardous confections, cotton candy, peanuts or
candied apples.

b.

Commercially packaged ice-cream and frozen desserts, pickled products, jerky
or nuts.

c.

Pre-packaged foods such as potato chips, pretzels and crackers.

d.

Coffee (not espresso) and tea with non-potentially hazardous ingredients,
canned or bottled beverages and other non-perishable beverages (served
without ice).

Compliance: River Valley Community Church’s policy is one of total and strict compliance with
these regulations. To this end, the church requires the following actions before food is
prepared or served on the church “campus” or at an off-campus event sanctioned by or
administered by RVCC:
a.

For any “Public Event” that falls under the Josephine County Health Department
Regulations:
i.

A “Temporary Restaurant License” must be obtained from the JOCO
Health Department before any food is purchased, stored, prepared or
served.

ii.

At least one “Certified Food Handler” must be on duty during each shift
during the storage, preparation or serving of food.

iii.

The areas for storing, preparing, serving and washing must meet all the
requirements set forth in the “Temporary Restaurant License” and
accompanying regulations.
An RVCC staff member or ministry leader must make himself or herself
responsible to see that all these requirements have been met.

iv.
v.

b.

Documentation of compliance with regulations concerning the event
must be obtained by the staff member who has oversight of the event.
At the completion of the event this documentation should be forwarded to
the RVCC administrator, who will keep it on file for not less than three
years from the date of the event.

For a “Private” event, or one where only “Exempt” foods are to be served:
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i.

A “Temporary Restaurant License” will not be necessary and “Certified
Food Handlers” need not be present.

ii.

In any event, the spirit of the food service laws and regulations,
particularly those concerning sanitation and food safety, shall be strictly
observed.

iii.

The staff member or ministry leader overseeing this type of event should
be personally familiar with the regulations concerning food service and
should make every effort to ensure compliance and maintenance of a
high level of sanitation and safety in spite of the absence of specific
governmental regulation.

9.

When in doubt about a specific procedure, policy or method concerning food preparation/food
service, ASK! The JOCO Health Department is open Monday– Friday from 8:00–5:00.
Additionally, we have several “Certified Food Handlers” on the staff. There is no such thing as
a “dumb” question.

10.

Implementation: RVCC shall designate a “Director of Food Service” who shall have
oversight in all areas of food handling and food service. The director of food service
shall
be responsible to ensure that all of the above policies are complied with. Any
staff member
or ministry leader who is planning an event which will include food service involving anything
except “Exempt” foods outlined in paragraph 7 (above) shall contact the director of food
service and coordinate with him/her to ensure that this policy and all governing regulations
are complied with.
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Section Eighteen
Policy Regarding Noncash Contributions
1.

Purpose: To establish a policy for the receipt of and accounting for noncash contributions.

2.

Background: It is our desire to honor God, honor our generous members and contributors and
comply with all applicable state and federal laws and regulations as well. While the receipt of
cash contributions by RVCC is fairly straightforward and well understood, many more factors
come into play when the church receives noncash contributions. In order for the donor to
receive charitable tax credit for such a donation it is necessary for both the donor and the
church to accomplish additional documentation.

3.

Reference: Department of the Treasury Internal Revenue Service Form 8283 (and its
accompanying instructions) are the guide for dealing with and documenting noncash
contributions in a manner that will satisfy IRS regulations and provide a charitable contribution
deduction to the donor.

4.

Implementation: This is a synopsis of the above mentioned instructions:
a.
Individual Contributions valued by the donor at not more than $250: The church’s
finance office will provide the donor with a letter containing the following information:
i.
The name of the donee (i.e. River Valley Community Church).
ii.
The date and location of the contribution.
iii. A reasonably detailed description of the property donated.
This letter will serve as a receipt for the donor’s tax records.
b.
In the case of donations with a value less than $250, the donor is also responsible to
maintain his / her own record of the donation with the following information:
i.
The name and address of the organization to which the property was donated.
ii.
The date and location of the contribution.
iii.
A description of the property in reasonable detail.
iv.
The cost or other basis of the fair market value of the property donated.
v.
The amount of donation claimed during this tax year (if the donor has contributed
less than the entire interest in the property during that year).
vi.
The terms of any agreement or understanding regarding the sale, use or
disposition of the donated property.
c.
Individual Contributions valued by the donor at $250 to $500: In addition to the
information described in paragraph 4. (a) and (b), above, the church office, in it’s letter
to the donor will include the following additional information:
i.
A statement indicating whether the church provided any goods or services as a
result of the contribution. If so, the church will provide a description and good faith
estimate of the value of those goods and services.
d.
Individual Contributions valued by the donor at more than $500 but not more than
$5,000: The church’s finance office will provide the donor with a letter containing the
information outlined in paragraph 4. (a) and (c), as above.
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e.

f.

g.

h.

In the case of contributions valued by the donor at more than $500 but not more than
$5,000, the donor is responsible for maintaining his/her own record of the donation
which contains the information outlined in paragraph 4.(b), as well as the following
additional information:
i.
A description of how the donor acquired the donated property.
ii.
The approximate date that the donor acquired the donated property.
iii. The cost or other basis of property held for less than 12 months, the same
information, if available, for property held longer than 12 months.
Individual Contributions valued by the donor at more than $5,000: The church’s
finance office will provide the donor with a letter containing the information outlined in
paragraph 4.(a) and (c), as above. Additionally the church is required to complete and
submit IRS Form 8282 documenting the receipt of this property.
In the case of contributions valued by the donor at more than $5,000 the donor is
responsible for maintaining his/her own record of the donation which contains the
information outlined in paragraph 4.(b) and (e), as well as the following additional
information:
i.
The donor is responsible for obtaining a qualified appraisal of the donated property
not more than 60 days prior to the actual date of the donation. This appraisal shall
contain the following information: An adequate description of the property, the
condition of the property, the date of the contribution, the terms of any agreement
concerning the disposition or use of the property, the identification of the appraiser
and his qualifications, a statement that the appraisal was prepared for income tax
purposes, the date on which the property was valued, the appraised fair market
value on the date appraised, the specific basis for the valuation, and a description
of the fee charged by the appraiser.
ii.
The donor must prepare a “qualified appraisal summary” (IRS Form 8283, section
B) to be enclosed with his/her tax forms.
These guidelines are not intended to be all-inclusive or definitive, but are merely cited
as a general idea of the documentation needed when dealing with noncash donations.
It is the responsibility of RVCC’s director of finance to ensure that the church is in
compliance with its part of this reporting procedure and it is the responsibility of the
donor to make sure that he/she has provided the documentation required by the IRS. If
the donor is in doubt he/she should consult a tax preparation specialist. The church
assumes no liability for documentation which the IRS deems to be the responsibility of
the donor.

5.

RVCC’s General Position on Noncash Donations: As can be seen in the above synopsis of
reporting requirements, when noncash property is donated to the church a large administrative
burden is placed on the church staff. The church is neither set up nor staffed at a level to
effectively deal with a regular influx of donated property. While RVCC welcomes the
occasional donation of noncash property, particularly in answer to a particular need or to help
with a particular event or ministry, this type of contribution is not generally solicited. There are
many other worthwhile charitable organizations in our community that specialize in and
welcome noncash donations.

6.

Donations of Automobiles: As stated in paragraph 5, above, RVCC generally does not have
the room or expertise to effectively deal with donated automobiles. The possible exception to
this would be a car donated specifically to help a particular ministry (as in a silent auction) or
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given to the benevolence ministry of the church with the aim of addressing a specific need. In
either instance, it would be desired that the donated vehicle would be fully serviceable, safe,
reliable, in good condition and able to be easily titled and licensed.
a. The donor’s claimed valuation of the donated automobile will be the less of the following two
figures:
i.
The gross proceeds of the sale of the automobile by RVCC, if it is sold. The
church’s finance office will provide the donor with a letter documenting this amount.
ii.
The fair market value of the car, as determined by an established used-vehicle
pricing guide, and taking into account the vehicles mileage, condition, options and
accessories. This figure would be the responsibility of the donor.
7.

Implementation: The RVCC director of administration and the director of finance shall work
together to ensure that the church’s IRS reporting requirements are met when receiving
noncash contributions. They shall also provide what assistance they are able to in helping
donors prepare the documentation needed on their part. Before any noncash donation in
excess of $250 claimed value is accepted by RVCC, the director of finance should be
contacted and the details of the proposed donation should be discussed in order to ensure that
RVCC and the donor are in compliance with applicable regulations. The River Valley
Community Church Constitution (Article VI – Finances and Church Property) and the River
Valley Community Church Policy Manual (Section Five – Financial Policy) are also relevant in
situations in which donors may wish to make designated gifts or gifts with stipulations
attached.
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Section Nineteen
Policy Regarding Accident Prevention & Reporting
1.

Purpose: It is our desire to keep our members, attenders and employees safe and promote an
atmosphere that allows everyone concerned with River Valley Church to focus on JESUS. To
that end we want to ensure that River Valley Community Church (RVCC) employees, students,
contractors, and visitors follow safe work practices, report unsafe conditions, promptly report
accidents and incidents, and work to prevent reoccurrence. This policy applies to all RVCC
employees, students, contractors, and visitors when engaged in RVCC sponsored activities
taking place either on or off campus.

2.

Definitions:
a.

b.
3.

Roles and Responsibilities:
a.

Safety is a primary concern at RVCC. It is the responsibility of everyone to follow safe
and sensible practices and observe all safety rules. Anyone observing unsafe conditions
or unsafe behavior should immediately report this to a staff member, supervisor or
volunteer in charge of the event.

b.

If an accident does occur, the first and primary consideration is for the health and safety
of any injured persons. It is imperative that appropriate actions be taken by those on
the scene to protect injured persons, prevent further injury and summon immediate
medical & emergency responders, as the situation dictates.

c.

Additionally, once appropriate medical and emergency responders have been
summoned, the accident or incident should be promptly reported (within 24 hours) to a
supervisor or other appropriate RVCC official. The RVCC office should be notified if the
accident or incident takes place during normal office hours. Otherwise, the personnel
director or his designee should be contacted. Supervisors are responsible for securing
the accident scene, analyzing the accident and reporting the circumstances, including a
hazardous condition that exists, by completing and submitting the necessary reporting
forms (provided by the personnel director) within 24 hours.
The personnel director processes all accidents that have potential to result in a worker
compensation or insurance claim. Additionally he or she is responsible for all employee
relations and maintains the OSHA Log of reportable accidents and injuries.

d.

4.

“Accidents” include all sudden or non-sudden events that cause injury to a person. Even
“minor” injuries such as cuts or sprains are considered accidents. If in doubt, treat a
situation as if it were an accident.
“Incidents” include near-miss events that have the potential of causing personal injury.
Any event that causes damage to RVCC property is also considered an incident.

Procedures:
a.
Accidents or incidents involving RVCC employees which require immediate medical
care should be handled as per paragraphs 3 (b.) and 3 (c.) above.
b.
Accidents and incidents involving RVCC employees that do not require immediate
medical care should be reported to the personnel director who will help the employee
determine if an appointment needs to be scheduled with an Occupational Health
Clinic for further evaluation and treatment.
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c.
d.

5.

Accidents or incidents involving RVCC visitors or contractors which require immediate
medical care should be handled as per paragraphs 3 (b.) and 3 (c.) above.
Accidents or incidents involving RVCC employees that do not require immediate
medical care should be reported to the church office, if it is open, or to the staff member
or volunteer overseeing the event, who will then contact the personnel director to
request further instruction.

Reporting and Oversight:
a.
The RVCC personnel director, or his designee, is responsible for maintaining a safe
work environment, keeping appropriate records and making appropriate reports in the
event of an accident or incident.
b.
Accident and incident reporting forms are available from the RVCC personnel director,
or his designee, who will determine which forms are required based on the particular
accident or incident.
c.
The RVCC personnel director, or his designee, will work with the RVCC Safety
Committee to ensure that OSHA requirements concerning a safe workplace are
complied with and appropriate records are kept.
d.
The RVCC personnel director, or his designee, will ensure that an appropriate
investigation is conducted in the event of an accident or incident. This investigation
may include interviews, photographs, reviews of existing records and a written report.
Outside agencies may need to be involved in the investigation, and will be coordinated
by the RVCC personnel director, or his designee.
e.
The RVCC personnel director, or his designee, is also responsible for contacting the
church’s insurance agent regarding any accident or incident that involves personal
injury, property loss or the potential for subsequent issues of liability or legal action.
f.
The RVCC personnel director, or his designee, should also act as the spokesperson for
RVCC in answering questions or revealing information to the media or other outside
parties regarding the accident or incident. No other employee or visitor should make
any public statement without the specific authorization of the RVCC personnel director,
or his designee.
g.
The RVCC personnel director, or his designee, will work together with the RVCC Safety
Committee and the church’s insurance agent to periodically review accident and
incident reports to identify trends, root causes and potential corrective actions.
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Section Twenty
Policy Regarding Benevolence Fund
1.

Purpose:
a. River Valley Community Church (RVCC) is blessed with a generous congregation. Its
history as a “downtown” church gives it a rich and biblical tradition of helping the less
fortunate of our flock and community.
b. RVCC, in accordance with its constitution and in exercise of its religious and charitable
purposes, has established a benevolence fund in order to assist persons in financial
need.
c. This benevolence fund is not a budgeted item, either for income or expense. It is funded
solely through designated contributions and its expenditures consist of funds disbursed at
the direction of the “Benevolence Team”.
d. The only regular source of income for the benevolence fund is through special or
designated offerings. RVCC attenders will not, however, be encouraged to give to the
benevolence fund in lieu of giving to the general fund of the church.
e. As per Article VI (C.) of the RVCC Constitution, donations designated to the aid of a
specific individual or cause will be accepted only if the giver understands that the
designation is only regarded as advisory in nature and does not obligate the Benevolence
Team in its course of action.

2.

The Benevolence Team:
a. The Benevolence Team is a “Standing Ministry Team” (RVCC Constitution Article VII, B. 1.)
b. The Benevolence Team will consist of at least one RVCC staff member and three
volunteers. Its members serve for a term of one year. There is no restriction on the
number of consecutive years that team members may serve.
c. The composition of the Benevolence Team will be approved by the RVCC Admin/
Finance Team. The Benevolence Team is ultimately accountable to the RVCC Board of
Elders.
d. The objective of this document is to set forth the responsibilities of the Benevolence Team
and the guidelines for discharging those responsibilities. It is not intended to cover all
circumstances under which disbursements may be made. The Benevolence Team has
responsibility and accountability over the benevolence fund. Members of the Benevolence
Team will read this policy as part of their training.

3.

Confidentiality:
a. All members of the Benevolence Team will be apprised of the need for confidentiality
when dealing with personal issues of the needy. Each Benevolence Team member will
need to sign an RVCC “Covenant of Confidentiality” as outlined in the RVCC Policy
Manual Section Ten.
b. Each Benevolence Team member will need a background investigation as outlined in the
RVCC Policy Manual Section Fifteen.

4.

The Benevolence Request Form:
a. Each applicant who requests financial assistance from RVCC must complete a
“benevolence request form”.
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b.

c.
d.

5.

The Benevolence Team member dealing with a particular requestor may request
additional documentation (bills, lease or rental agreement, credit card statement or etc.).
Copies of these documents will be attached to the form.
The Benevolence Team member will make notes on the benevolence request form,
including the final decision of the Benevolence Team regarding the request.
The completed benevolence request forms will be maintained in RVCC’s files for a
minimum of seven years.

Qualifications for Benevolence Recipients:
a. In no particular order of priority, recipients of funds disbursed from the benevolence fund
at the direction of the Benevolence Team are:
i. RVCC Members
ii. Regular attenders
iii. Members of the Community
iv. Ministries and charitable agencies that serve people with the same needs as those
which fit the criteria for assistance from the benevolence fund, but which provide
services that RVCC does not, or with whom RVCC partners
v. Employees of RVCC who otherwise meet the guidelines of those receiving assistance
b. The stated purpose of the benevolence fund is to meet people’s basic needs, such as but
not limited to:
i. Lodging
ii. Food
iii. Clothing
iv. Medical treatment
v. Transportation
vi. Funeral expenses
vii. Professional Counseling
viii. Assistance in obtaining employment
ix. The promotion of the fine arts, the defending of human rights and the general benefit
of the community.
c. The Benevolence Team also has oversight of RVCC’s “Family Scholarship Fund”.
Through this fund, aide may be given for the following types of activities (using the same
benevolence request form):
i. RVCC Family Camp
ii. Marriage Retreats
iii. Men’s and Women’s retreats
iv. Similar Activities
d. Some needs that may not be met by the benevolence fund include:
i. Business expenses (disbursement to a business could jeopardize RVCC’s status as a
non-profit organization)
ii. Needs of individuals who are wanted by the law, or for paying fines as a result of
breaking the law
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e.

Some needs that are not normally met by the benevolence fund (but may be considered
in special instances, with a justification for approval clearly noted on the Benevolence
Request Form) include:
i. Paying off of credit cards (exceptions may be made for emergency use of a credit card
to pay for qualifying needs outlined in paragraph 5 (b), above)
ii. Legal fees
iii. Penalties relating to late payments or irresponsible actions
iv. Private school fees or tuition
v. Prescription drugs

6.
a.

Processing of Benevolence Requests:
Persons requesting assistance will complete a benevolence request form and turn it in to
the church office. Each time a request for assistance is made, a new benevolence
request form must be completed.
The Benevolence Team will review the request and at least one member of the team will
meet with the person(s) requesting assistance, or contact them via telephone. The
Benevolence Team will use this contact as an opportunity to also address any personal,
spiritual and emotional needs, with a view to encouraging the individual(s) to establish or
improve their relationships with Jesus, with a church, home group or other support
system.
The Benevolence Team will confer and discuss each request before making a decision.
Decisions are made by the assent of at least a simple majority of the team. If the request
is for an amount exceeding $600.00, or if the volunteer team member(s) is/are in doubt or
want(s) additional confirmation, the paid staff member of the team should be consulted.
The Benevolence Team will inform the requestor(s) of the team’s decision. If the decision
is favorable, a disbursement will be made and the requestor will be informed of any
further action that is required by him or her. Follow up appointments may be made as
well. Disbursements will be made to vendors and not to the individual requestor.
The completed benevolence request form, with notes, final recommendations and all
supporting documents shall be retained as per paragraph 4(d).
Policy Exceptions: Exceptions to the above policy should be carefully reviewed and
forwarded to the RVCC director of administration for final approval.

b.

c.

d.
e.

7.

Types of Assistance:
a. Short Term Financial: Assistance shall consist of payment of specific bills to the
applicable vendor.
b. Emergency Assistance: Emergency requests must be investigated and verified.
Automobile repairs, bill payment, medical and dental procedures and groceries or other
tangible aid fall into this category.
c. Transient Assistance: Help with transportation, food, clothing and temporary lodging to
assist persons passing through the area fall into this category.
d. Gasoline Vouchers: RVCC has an agreement with a local gas station to honor vouchers
from the church. Gasoline vouchers will be issued only after the requestor has shown a
valid driver’s license, current registration and proof of auto insurance.
e. Non-Financial Assistance: Spiritual, financial and family counseling, moving assistance,
home repair, job search and referral to other community assistance programs fall into this
category.
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f.

8.

Long Term Assistance: Nursing home care, hospice care and residential recovery
programs fall into this category.

Benevolence Distributions To RVCC Employees:
a. Distribution of benevolence funds may, from time to time, be made to RVCC employees.
The employee would follow the same procedure as any other requestor, and the
Benevolence Team would evaluate the request using the same criteria as any other
request.
b. Disbursements from RVCC to an employee are categorized by the IRS as additional
taxable income. When a disbursement is made, the RVCC director of finance will enter
this information into the employee’s pay records. The employee in question will be
informed of the tax implications of the disbursement.
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